Famous Couples That Keep
Their Celebrity Love Alive
Even When Always On the Go
By Jessica Nappi and Laura Seaman
With all the riches that come with being a celebrity, it’s
easy to hop from place to place on a whim. In addition to
vacations, they also have to travel for work. From moviemaking to appearances to product promotion, stars always have
somewhere to go and somewhere to be. When two celebrities hook
up and form a power Hollywood couple — or a power family — the
paparazzi catches them running around all the more. Here are
four celebrity couples that always seem to be on the go:
Related Link: Celebrity Couples Who Have Been Hurt By Their
Own Stardom
1. Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt: It’s no secret that the life
of two A-listers calls for a lot of time on the road.
Brangelina both have movies to film and promote while
simultaneously caring for their six kids, which means very
little time to relax. The famous couple are often separated
from each other, as one must fill the role of care taker while
the other works. But when they are seen together, whether on
the red carpet or enjoying a family day at the zoo, they never
stay in one place for too long. They don’t even have a
permanent home, owning estates in France, California, and New
Orleans, among other places.

A Celebrity Love That Started at
Work
2. Emma Stone and Andrew Garfield: This adorable Hollywood
couple met on the set of The Amazing Spiderman and has been
spotted jetting around the world ever since. Most recently,
the promotional tour for The Amazing Spiderman 2 had these
costars hopping from country to country. Even now that the
tour is over, they can never stay still. They’ve been giving
us a glimpse of celebrity love on the red carpet, while
walking hand in hand on the streets of NYC, and during their
fun-filled celebrity vacations in Disneyland and on the
beaches of Malibu.
3. Kim Kardashian and Kanye West: The lovebirds have certainly
stayed busy this summer. The reality TV star is always
traveling for appearances and product promotions, while the
rapper has an equally demanding schedule with his hot music
career. Additionally, the had a grand celebrity wedding in
Italy in May and spent quite a bit of time in Paris as
well. The paparazzi catches nearly every step this famous
couple takes, but if that’s not enough, the proud wife and
mama often shows off her celebrity relationship and family on
social media as well.
Related Link: Celebrity Couples Who Get On Our Nerves
4. Kate Middleton and Prince William: It’s part of their job
to travel the world, and man, do they do it well! The Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge were married in 2011 and have been on the
go ever since, whether it’s on their own home turf in England
or attending balls and events elsewhere. It’s no surprise
that this pair doesn’t travel lightly. During their 19-day
tour of Australia and New Zealand this summer, they traveled
via private jet with their nearly one-year-old son Prince
George and an entourage of 11. Even when they’re at home,
the famous couple are always out and about, from grocery

shopping and walking their dog Lupo to watching the Men’s
Finals at Wimbledon and attending the Commonwealth Games in
Glasgow.
Who is your favorite celebrity couple that’s always on the
move? Tell us in the comments below!

